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1 Introduction
This document presents how BUILDHEAT solutions can be actually replicated
The definitions of Virtual Case Studies (VCS) and early adopters are described, within a
possible replication strategy in Italy based upon the EPC contract schemes, known in Italy as
SEP (Servizio Energia Plus), based upon a specific incentivation scheme of the Italian law.
Starting from the demo-case in Pinerolo, seen as a catalyst, four VCSs are proposed and
described, three of them can be considered as “early adopters” since they are part of real
commercial offers to real customers (condominiums).
In Italy, with reference to the EPC Business Model developed in the Pilot Site of Pinerolo (see
Deliverable 5.3 for more technical details), the retrofit of five buildings located in the Italian
cities of Torino, Pinerolo, Sacile, Osoppo and Rome is presented. The choice of Italy as
replication context is the result of highly favourable fiscal rules.
An example of a retrofit funded in Spain by means of EIB investments through Deutsche Bank
and local incentives is also reported.

1.1 BUILDHEAT solutions and their adoptability
Five innovative solutions were developed thanks to BUILDHEAT, demonstrating tangible
positive effects on the energy efficiency side. The big issue is now to pave the way to their
systematic implementation and replication: in economic and financial terms, the challenge is
to investigate how these solutions can be embedded into business initiatives, where no
contribution by the European Commissioni is available.
The five BUILDHEAT solutions are:
•

Façade system for easy setup of insulation, windows and active elements

•

PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump, with integrated DHW production and storage capability

•

Centralized heating system with local warm water storage tank

•

Monitoring and control infrastructure at building

•

Performance-based iBIM software

“Replication” means that some of the five above mentioned solutions can be embedded into
economic offers, that may result into the actual implementation in retrofit projects.
Any replicable BUILDHEAT solution must comply with budget restrictions, since no
contribution is available by the European Commission, and additional costs must be covered
by profit margins, e.g. related to fiscal incentives and economies of scale.
The approach adopted to identify the 3 early adopters is oriented to avoid just tecnical
theoretical hypotheses and is focused on an effective combination of “what is technically
possible” with “what is economically feasible”: we call this way “Technical-Economic
Sustainable Approach” (TESA). TESA is heavily dependent on fiscal incentives, that can
make resources available to pay for additional innovation within the building retrofit.
At the beginning, three Countries were analyzed in order to understand if TESA is applicable:
Italy, Austria and Spain.
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In Italy, thanks to some strong fiscal incentives to private owners of Multi-Family Houses
(MFH), the identified early adopters (i.e. condominiums) can eventually implement some of the
BUILDHEAT solutions as part of real renovation and retrofitting actions. This means that in
Italy the “Virtual Case Studies” have chances to become real building retrofit, and in fact 3
early adopters were identified.
In Spain no fiscal incentives are available, and existing intitiatives are typically based on
investments of financial institutions (like the EIB) for the retrofit of public buildings and social
housing. The partner Zaragoza Vivienda made available some information related to a retrofit
funded by the EIB. TESA cannot be applied to Spain, but further contacts are foreseen after
the end of the project to investigate possible replication of a subset of BUILDHEAT solutions.
In Austria no fiscal incentives, but a series of support mechanisms for building retrofit are
available, that must be considered on a case-by-case basis. With reference to the experience
of BUILDHEAT demo case in Pinerolo (Italy), the Partner PINK contacted a construction
company to try understanding if and how a similar business model can be created in Austria.

1.2 “Virtual Case Studies” and “early adopters”
We define as «Virtual Case Study» (VCS) a building where a subset of BUILDHEAT solutions
can be theoretically replicated as part of business initiatives: this means that the use of
BUILDHEAT solutions is technically AND economically feasible.
As shown in Figure 1, A VCS becomes an “Early Adopter” if the retrofit, including a subset of
BUILDHEAT solutions, is at least part of a business offer or eventually physically implemented
thanks to a business plan (“someone will pay for it”).
In Italy 3 out of the four VCS became a business offer, so we assume that we got 3 early
adopters.

Figure 1: Virtual Case Studies and early adopters
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2 Replication of BUILDHEAT in Italy
2.1 Business plans for a replication strategy in Italy
As previously said, the chance for BUILDHEAT solutions to be implemented -thus showing a
real replication capacity- are closely linked to the ability of including them into business plans
oriented to the physical retrofit of existing buildings.
Thanks to the Italian favourable fiscal incentives, such business plans are possible in Italy and
rely on an overall marketing strategy whose long-term objectives are summarized below:
•

reducing the consumption of fossil fuel in multi-family houses for heating by at least 80%
and using solar energy for at least 66% of the residual needs of the post-efficiency
building;

•

making the Multi-Family Houses (MFH) more efficient with no extra costs compared to the
historic heating costs paid by the flat owners;

•

implementing innovative installations that are capable to make MFHs operate like “smart
houses”, allowing for their role as “prosumers” of energy communities (the EU Partner
Countries must adopt the related Directives by 2021).

Generally speaking, the main actions for the renovation of a MFH are the following
(BUILDHEAT solutions can be seen as part of the whole retrofit process):
•

Installation of a ventilated façade, to reduce the thermal consumption of the overall
building, while ensuring an air flow to prevent humidity and other issues on the insulation.

•

Change of windows to support the reduction of the global energy demand.

•

Installation of heat pumps, in addition to the existent heating system, to cover the energy
demand for heating. The existing heating system are used only on start-up and during
critical conditions, when the performance of the Heat Pump (HP) drops under a certain
threshold.

•

Installation of PV systems on the roof to drive the heat pumps.

•

Installation of a centralized domestic hot water system with the integration of water storage
tanks inside each dwelling.

For the purposes of this analysis, we started from an EPC business model that led to a contract
called SEP (Servizio Energia Plus) that was used by Tecnozenith (one Partner of BUILDHEAT)
as part of an innovative business offer using some of the solutions developed by BUILDHEAT.
Links and Tecnozenith tried therefore to add a subset of BUILDHEAT solutions to a “traditional”
commercial profile, investigating if and how it is capable of being accepted by potential
customers (i.e. owners of flats in MFHs). Clearly, at this stage no contribution is available
by the European Commission.
Three main steps can be identified:
•

STEP 1- building envelope: replacement of external doors and windows; insulation of walls
with insufflations or coating; insulation of cellar ceilings and attics.

•

STEP 2 - energy production: installation of photo-voltaic (PV) systems on the roof;
installation of Heat Pump (HP) systems (an hybrid solution is usually made available,
maintaining the MPH gas/diesel boiler for back-up purposes).
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•

STEP 3 - energy management: signing of a 10-year EPC contract (a specific Italian
delination of EPC called “Servizio Energia Plus”- SEP) according to the Italian Legislative
Decree 115/2008), through which the energy performance and installations are
guaranteed. Subscription of a “net metering” agreement with the GSE (Gestore del
Sistema Elettrico, the Italian Body managing electric energy), to be able to use
asynchronously the energy produced by the photovoltaic system on the Heat Pump.

Some definitions can be recalled in order to describe the model implemented in the demo case
in Pinerolo.
•

Energy Performance Contracting (EPC): a contractual arrangement between the
beneficiary and the provider (normally an ESCO) of an energy efficiency improvement
measure, where investments in that measure are paid for in relation to a contractually
agreed level of energy efficiency improvement” [Art. 3-j of the Directive 2006/32/CE]. Legal
Framework: Directive 2006/32/CE (and related Italian Dlgs. n. 115/2008) and Directive
2012/27/UE (and related Italian Dlgs 102/2014).

•

Energy Service Company (ESCO): a natural or legal person that delivers energy services
and/or other energy efficiency improvement measures in a user's facility or premises, and
accepts some degree of financial risk in so doing. The payment for the services delivered
is based (either wholly or in part) on the achievement of energy efficiency improvements
and on the meeting of the other agreed performance criteria [Directive 2006/32/CE].

As described in Deliverable 6.3, within a SEP contract, the four main pillars on which a
Business Plan can be based are:
•

Tax Credit: the Italian law allows three types of tax bonuses in these cases: on the building
envelope (75%); on Heat Pump (65%) and on PV (50%).

•

Third Party Financing (FTT): a contractual agreement that includes a third party, in addition
to the energy supplier and the beneficiary of the energy efficiency improvement measure,
which provides the capital for this measure and charges the beneficiary a fee equal to a
part of the energy savings achieved using the measure itself. Usually, in Energheia Project
the third party lender is a Bank.

•

Savings on current heating cost: the savings generated by the technical project are shared
with the MPH as the Contract says, so that it can partially or totally use it to repay the fee
due to the Third Party Financier.

•

Transfer of the Tax Credit: the tax credit generated by the energy efficiency works can be
transferred by the flat owners to the performer of the works or to the holders of the EPC+
contract, and can therefore be used as partial payment of the works performed. Typically,
only the portion of the tax credit deriving from the Ecobonus on the Building Envelope is
sold to the Contractual Holders, while the Ecobonus from Heating Pump (possibly
transferable) and from photovoltaic renovation (not transferable) remain for the MPH.

Summarizing:
•

SEP contract is defined by the Italian Dlgs (Legislative Decree) n. 115/2008 (Annex II
paragraph 5) as an EPC energy performance contract that must meet certain
requirements, in addition to those already indicated for energy service contracts.

•

SEP is focused on Condominiums or Multi-Property Houses (MPH), in order to exploit
the potential of Italian fiscal incentives and benefits.
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•

Under SEP a contractor is committed to design, assess and implement the retrofit actions
to get the desired energy efficiency level of performance.

•

The contractor will pay for the implementation of the retrofit actions. Dwelling owners will
pay a monthly rate on the basis of the SEP contract.

•

The SEP contract in Italy is currently eligible for tax credit trading from dwelling owners to
the Contractor

•

The dwelling owners will not pay directly the cost of the retrofit, but will get immediately
the tax credit.

The SEP created by Tecnozenith is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: the SEP Model used for Italian VCSs

I’s worth noting that the transfer of tax credit is made by the condominium to the ESCO and
then by the ESCO to the Utility, since the Utility can compensate it using its own tax margin
resulting from the VAT paid by selling gas: this is made in compliance with the Italian law, and
is very useful because it makes the financial risk lower.
In order to prepare the business plan, the following information must be collected by on-site
surveys and analyses of the bills.
•

Ownership (public/private/non profit)

•

Number of residential owners and tenants paying rents

•

Late payments and tenants delinquency rate

•

Lease contract

•

Details on building management: installations, heating, cooling, maintenance, cleaning,
etc.

•

Cadastrial information (DWG format)

•

Indoor surface (m2)
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•

Construction (year)

•

Renovation (past/in course/foreseen)

•

Details on past renovation

•

Details on envelope, roof and windows (e.g. thermal transmittance)

•

Image gallery (outside + inside + installations + outdoor area)

•

Number of thermal meters

•

Existing energy contracts (thermal, i.e. building heating/cooling or district heating)

•

Thermal energy bills (past 3 years)

•

Existing energy contracts (electricity)

•

Number of electric meters

•

Electricity energy bills (past 3 years)

•

Typology of fuel: diesel, gas, gas bottles

•

Fuel bills (past 3 years)

•

Existing certifications (typology + year)

•

Water boilers: manufacturer + model + years

•

Renewable Energy: Photo Voltaic (PV), Solar Thermal, micro-wind

•

Heat pumps

•

Electric energy storage (batteries)

2.2 The demo case in Pinerolo as a catalyst for replication in Italy
The Deliverable 6.3 “Financing models for deep retrofit actions” shows the financing models
for the deep energy retrofit of existing buildings, where the refurbishment and the energy
retrofitting typically involves active and passive measures for reducing energy consumption
and increase costs savings. The financing models are also usually combined to possible
incentive schemes to contribute at reducing high pay-back period occurring in case of
innovative deep retrofit measures.
Considering the combination of financing options and incentive schemes, the document
presents a demo case in Pinerolo that is proving highly effective in Italy, with a good
replication potential.
The demo case in Pinerolo is based on a specific declination of EPC, called “Servizio Energia
Plus” (SEP): the Italian regulation allows final users (e.g. the flat owners) to swap the tax credit
coming from the incentives on retrofit actions made by private companies, using this quota as
a part of the payment of the total works. There are different incentives available, each one with
different percentages of costs that can be recovered through tax credit.
Based on this opportunity, the retrofit works are paid to the contractors using two contributes.
The first one is the tax credit on the façade system and other insulation works. The remaining
part is covered through a loan from a bank, with a competitive interest rate, that can be repaid
in a time span of 10 years. The yearly installment paid by the final user is recovered through
the remaining quota of the tax credit (calculated on the installation of the heat pump and of the
PV system) and the savings coming from the reduction of consumptions.
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The approach is well balanced, allowing defining a yearly payment from the final user equal
to or “a bit smaller” than the current energy bill. In this way, after the retrofit, users will
continue to pay the same amount of money as before (as if the retrofit had never been never
done), but they have all the other advantages available: an increased value of the dwelling as
well as a more comfortable and healthy indoor environment.
“SEP” is ideal to support Multi-Family Houses (MFH) with a distributed ownerships, but it
presents the same benefits even if the building has a single owner.
In the demo case in Pinerolo the following BUILDHEAT solutions were adopted: façade
system (ventilated wall) ; PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump with integrated DHW production and
storage capability; centralized heating system with local warm water storage tank and ST
collectors; monitoring and control infrastructure at building and district level.
Tables 1-A and 1-B shows some the main parameters that characterize the demo case in
Pinerolo, that will be used to make comparisons with the Virtual Case Studies (VCS).

Pinerolo demo case - solutions and parameters

Description

Implemented BUILDHEAT solutions
Façade system (ventilated wall)

yes

PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump, with integrated DHW production
and storage capability

yes

Centralized heating system with local warm water storage tank and
ST collectors

yes

Monitoring and control infrastructure at building

yes

Performance-based iBIM software

no
10 years EPC+

Type of ESCO contract
Credit Transfer (CT) to ESCO

41,06%

BUILDHEAT Contribution for advanced technologies

31,37%

Bank Loan (payable through energy savings)

25,57%

Yearly heating cost before retrofit [€]

11,000

Yearly heating cost after retrofit [€]

1,200

Yearly heating cost reduction

- 90%

Investment value, total MFH [€]
Asset value after retrofit , average flat [€/m2]

1,070,000
2,100
3,5%+IRS 10y

Bank interest rate

+ 25%

Increase of Asset Value
Reference Energy Diagnosis (ED) standard

UNI CEN EN 16247, UNI CEI 11428

Envelope efficiency improvement intervention
Replacement of all windows and doors
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Ventilated facade

Yes (on all vertical wall)

Coating layer on the ceilings on the roof side

Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings of the cellars

Yes

Coating layer on the ceiling of the garages

Yes

Insulating foam in the wall crawl space

No

Coating layer on some surfaces only

No

Table 1-A: main parameters characterizing the demo case in Pinerolo

Pinerolo demo case - solutions and parameters

Description

Heating system efficiency intervention
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the roof

Yes 20 kWp (12 kWp Winter)
(8 kWp Summer )

Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the ventilated wall

No

Installation of Heat Pump (HP)

Yes

Digital regulation system for hybrid operation between condensing
boiler and HP

Yes

Change of boiler systems

Yes

Solar thermal system on the roof

Yes

Insertion of a thermal exchange device in the cellar

Yes

Installation of decentralized hot water tanks and producers in each
flat

Yes

Sanitary system efficiency intervention

Energy Consuptions
Baseline (present) at 2,815 degree K*day [Kd]

135.5 [MWht/year]

Foreseen (FEC) after intervention at 2,815 degree K*day [Kd]

35.3 [MWht/year]

% of FEC produced by PV

90%

Domestic Hot Water - DHW (present) for a need of 700m3/year

53.2 kWht/year

Foreseen DHW after intervention

32.5 kWht/year

% of DWH produced by the solar panel

38.9%

Table 1-B: main parameters characterizing the demo case in Pinerolo
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As shown in Paragraph 2.1, the objective is to replicate BUILDHEAT solutions, leading to
Virtual Case Studies (VCS) and early adopters, in order to understand how the Italian Real
Estate portfolio -consisting of residential Multi-Property Houses (MPH) built between 1950 and
1975- can be the beneficiary of the esperience made in Pinerolo.
The following MFH were identified as “Virtual Case Studies” (VCS), identified with their name
or their addresses:
•

Corso Salvemini 45, in the city of Torino (Region of Piedmont)

•

Via Caprilli 13, in the city of Pinerolo (Region of Piedmont)

•

Via Piccin 2, in the city of Sacile (Region of Friuli Venezia Giulia)

•

ATER, in the city of Osoppo (Region of Friuli Venezia Giulia)

2.3 The SEP Contract for the four VCSs
As described in paragraph 3.1, a SEP contract is defined by the Italian Dlgs (Legislative
Decree) n. 115/2008 (Annex II paragraph 5) as an EPC energy performance contract that must
meet certain requirements, in addition to those already indicated for energy service contracts.
LINKS and Tecnozenith worked together to define three “commercial offers” where a subset
of BUILDHEAT solutions are embedded into a proposal to real Condominiums. For three out
of the four VCS a real commercial offer was prepared: Corso Salvemini (Torino), Via Caprilli
(Pinerolo) and Via Piccin (Sacile), leading to 3 “early adopters”.

For the VCS named ATER (social housing), owned by the local public body responsible for
social housing, a purely commercial offer is not possible (just tenders are admitted), but a
“offer-like” document was prepared to enable the benchmark with other VCSs.

The format of the SEP contracts related to the four above mentioned offers is described
below. The Attachments A1, A2, A3 and A4 shows the offers (please note that the name of
the Joint Venture between Tecnozenith and ACEA is called “Energheia”, that’s why this name
appears on the offers).
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Format of the SEP Contracts
Foreword
This document provides the customer with an offer that describes the EPC (Energy
Performance Contract) type contract with the use of a Third Party Loan (hence TPL in our case
Banking Institute) which will eventually be signed if the Condominium intends to adhere to this
proposal. This contract will follow in its drafting the regulatory requirements dictated by UNI
CEI 11352-2014
The basis of this proposal is the Energy Diagnosis prepared by ESCO TECNOZENITH, on the
basis of which we recommend a series of energy efficiency measures aimed at reducing the
energy consumption of fossil fuel, both by improving the passive performance of the envelope,
and by partially using renewable energy.
Energy Diagnosis
Based on the Reference Energy Diagnosis (hereinafter RED) developed according to the
concepts of UNI CEI EN 16247 and UNI CEI 11428, the proposed interventions are as follows:
•

Supply and installation of works on the enclosure (vertical walls) including: insufflation in
the interspace of the perimeter walls, supply and installation of new PVC windows. Supply
and installation of works on the envelope (horizontal walls) including: supply and
installation of a 12 cm coat on the piloty soffit, supply and installation of 16 cm insulation
in the attic with construction of an OSB walkway, supply and installation of a ventilated
wall on the 25 cm west side with 16 cm of insulation with creation of internal technical
cavity for passage of systems and photovoltaic panels integrated in the facade.
Total Amount [€, including VAT]

•

Supply and installation of renovation works including: nx 20 kWp photovoltaic systems to
be placed on the roof, replacement of the condominium boiler and intubation of the existing
fireplace, arrangement of the condominium stairs, roof arrangement works, painting of the
condominium railings, arrangement of the condominium balconies, installation of cornices
and Fire Prevention Certificate adjustment.
Total Amount [€, including VAT]

•

Supply and installation of nx Heat Pumps
Total Amount [€, including VAT]

Baseline consumptions
The Baseline envisaged by the Energy Diagnosis (RED) will be used as the reference
consumption for heating, which determines the annual consumption at xxxx MWh / year (xxxx
GJ / year) with xxxx GG / year. All these data refer to the project conditions for “City” highlighted
in RED, for a typically residential use of the various housing units.
As regards the Baseline for the production of domestic hot water, an annual consumption of
xxxx MWh / year (xxxx GJ / year) will be considered for an annual production of domestic hot
water equal to xxxx m3.
Adjustment factors
As adjustment factors, the variability of the degree K*day [Kd] will be taken into consideration,
as already done in the Energy Diagnosis, which for “City” turns out to be xxxx Kd/year.
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Energy efficiency actions and timing
The intervention is based on the concept of reducing the consumption of energy from fossil
fuel, trying to use energy from renewable sources.
The project involves the installation on the condominium roof and on the ventilated facade of
“n” xx kW peak Photovoltaic Systems (PV), the installation of “m” Heat Pumps (HP) in the
courtyard with dedicated electricity supply and the connection of the HPs to the current
Thermal Power Plants by means of underground through pipes in the courtyard up to to the
thermal plant and intermediate heat exchanger.
Concerning the passive containment part: “n” ventilated wall will be installed; the cavity of “m”
vertical walls will be filled with insulating foam; all the windows will be changed and made of
white PVC; all the stairwell windows will be changed; a xx cm coat will be laid on the ceiling of
the piloty floor and a yy cm layer of glass wool with OSB walkway on the attic.
On the west wall of the apartment building, a prefabricated ventilated wall of 25 cm in total
thickness and 16 cm of insulation with integrated vertical photovoltaic panels and a technical
passage for the electrical connection systems will be laid.
Thermal energy and electricity meters will be installed both on the HPs to verify their
consumption and production, and on the 2 photovoltaic systems to verify their production. As
regards the accounting of sanitary hot water, a volumetric meter will be installed.
These data, and also their derived algorithms, will be available to the user through pages
available on the web.
The ESCO undertakes to build these plants as part of an EPC Service contract, with a 10-year
total guarantee on the entire building and with partial payment extended over 10 years
according to the methods set out below.
The installation schedule includes approximately 1 solar month for the installation of the
photovoltaic system, 1 solar month for the installation of the heat pumps and for the renovation
of the thermal power plant, 3 solar months for the insulation and replacement of doors and
windows and approximately 1 months for renovation works. The supply times of the material
are 2 calendar months. The time for the GSE (Italian elenctricity market regulator) to approve
the net metering of the photovoltaic system is approximately 3 months.
Other elements can be added
Energy efficiency expected improvement
With this installation, as already specified in the Reference Energy Diagnosis (RED), heating
today requires xxxx MWh (at xxxx Kd*day). The consumption reduction is estimated equal to
approximately xxxx MWh and the remaining xxxx MWh will be covered at least for an amount
of 67% through the use of renewable sources (photovoltaic production). In this offer there are
no energy improvements on the production of domestic hot water (text may change).
Economic savings
The economic savings expected as a consequence of the new installations on the heating
quota is xxxx € / year excluding VAT or xxxx € / year including VAT. The calculation
methodology is explained in the Energy Diagnosis.
Guaranteed energy efficiency improvement
Despite the problems connected with unforeseeable extraordinary maintenance issues, the
ESCO guarantees a 90% reduction in fossil fuel consumption for the heating share compared
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to its Baseline. In the event that this objective is not achieved, Esco undertakes to purchase at
its own expense the energy needed by the Condominium without charging the Condominium
itself, except for the contractual quotas provided.
Measurement and verification program
The measuring instruments used are MID (Measurement Instruments Directive) certified heat
meters on the production of the heat pump, MID certified electricity meters on the production
of the photovoltaic system, meters supplied by the electrical distributor for the calculation of
the electricity exchanged, MID certified heat meter of the district heating. Each month the
summary table of energy trends will be reported and made available to users on dedicated
Web pages.
Finance
The intervention will be fully funded in part by ESCO and in part by the Third Party Lender
(TPL) in the following way.
•

ESCO
➢ INVOICES
o Total invoice amount: € 1xxxxx + VAT divided as follows:
▪ Amount of wrapping work transferred: € xxxx + VAT
▪ Amount of renovation works (Photovoltaics + boiler + miscellaneous +
CPI): € xxxx + VAT
▪ Heat pump system works amount: xxxx + VAT
➢ PAYMENTS
o Payment via TPL: € xxxx
o Payment by credit transfer in 10 years: € xxxx

•

Third Party Lender (TPL):
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Gross Financed Amount: € xxxx
Net Funded Amount: € xxxx
Amortization rate 10 years: xxxx € / year
Depreciation rate Tax relief Restructuring: € xxxx / year
Depreciation charge from Ecobonus HP 10 years: xxxx € / year
Annual condominium contribution fee: € xxxx / year
Energy Savings Amortization Fee 10 years: € xxxx / year

The guarantee that Esco provides covers all the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance works
on the system it has performed. The management of the plant and the administrative part of
the execution of the contract is instead borne by the Condominium in the price of the service.
Anything that has not been installed by ESCO is to be understood outside the aforementioned
guarantee and paid by the condominium (both extraordinary and ordinary maintenance).
Pricing of the service
The price of the Energia Plus Service is divided into three components:
•

Energy component for heating

•

Operating and routine maintenance component

•

Extraordinary maintenance component
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Energy component for heating (the acronym are related to the Italial language, but are left
unmodified not to alter the readability of contracts).
CE = CBR * (GGA / GGB) * (CG / CGB) -QARE + CBS * (CSA / CSB) * (CG / CGB)
where:
CBR = Heating Baseline Cost equal to xxxx €/year + VAT
CBS = Hot Water Baseline Cost equal to xxxx €/year + VAT
GGA = degree K*day [Kd] of the year of reference GG
GGB = Baseline degree K*day [Kd] or xxxx Kd/year
CG = Cost of Gas in the billing period on the meter
CGB = Baseline Gas Cost, that is xxx €/Nm3
QARE = Energy Amortization Savings Rate or xxxx €/year
CSA = Hot Water Consumption Year of reference m3/year
CSB = Baseline Hot Water Consumption, that is xxxx m3/year
Operating and routine maintenance component
The price of the management service is xxxx €/year + VAT.
This service includes the work of running the existing plant, the fixed costs not related to the
energy of the electricity and gas meters and all the technical-administrative part necessary for
the contractual execution. The revaluation of this amount is 100% related to the ISTAT FOI
(Italian Body for Statistics) changes in October from year to year.
Extraordinary maintenance component
The extraordinary maintenance component is divided into two categories:
•

Extraordinary maintenance on the systems carried out by Esco: under warranty in the
energy plus contract for 10 years

•

Extraordinary maintenance on existing systems: execution on exclusive request by order
of the condominium administrator

Contract duration
10 years
Reporting
The frequency of energy reports will be monthly. These reports will contain at least the
following information:
•

total HP energy production

•

HP monthly energy production

•

total photovoltaic energy production

•

total self-consumed electricity

•

monthly self-consumed electricity
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•

electricity exchanged monthly with the grid

•

electricity drawn monthly from the grid

•

thermal energy taken monthly from district heating (if applicable)

Customers’ training
•

after the contract signature: standard ISO CEI 11352:2014

•

6 months after the contract signature: energy efficiency of the Condominium

•

1 year after contract signature: analysis of the performances

•

every year starting from year 2: analysis of the performances

Activities by third parties
All activities will be carried out in part directly by ESCO and in part through the use of thirdparty companies under the direct supervision of ESCO.
Provided documents
ESCO undertakes to provide exhaustive documentation of the whole building. In particular,
electrical connection diagrams, hydraulic principle diagrams, machinery assembly diagrams,
documentation about all the necessary legal approvals, personal data and password for
communications with the GSE, etc. will be provided.
Responsibilities and obligations
The ESCO undertakes to:
o

perform the works according to the requirements of the rule of art (UNI etc.);

•

register the electricity meter serving the HP and on which the net metering contract with
the GSE for the PV takes place and to sign the supply contract for the gas meter;

•

ontinuously report on the energy performance of the installed system;

•

deal with all the practices with the GSE and with the electric distributor.

The Condominium undertakes to:
•

make delegates available to ESCO for the energy supervision of the contract;

•

pay the aforementioned annual installments to the ESCO and to the Lender;

•

pay the costs of the Energy Plus Service

2.4 The VCS n.1 (Corso Salvemini 45, Torino)
The MFH (see Figure 3) is a building dating back to the 70’s built not far from Turin city center,
consisting of 51 apartments on 10 floors. The majority of tenants are owners. The building is
characterized by approximately 18-20 cm hollow-case walls with external finish through klinker
tiles. The building is equipped exclusively with a central column heating system with radiators
as terminals and with a centralized sanitary system. The MFH is connected to the Turin district
heating network.
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The building has a regular shape, with 11 floors above ground. It develops almost along the
east-west axis, with the east facade largely in adherence with the property alongside, of equal
height. The buildinh has a pitched roof.
A commercial offer is in course, making the building an “early adopter”.

Figure 3: the VCS n.1- Corso Salvemini 45, Torino
The general foreseen retrofit interventions are: installation of two 20 kWp photovoltaic systems
on the roof and vertical wall; installation of two HPs in the courtyard with dedicated electricity
supply and the connection of the HPs to the current Thermal Power Plant through underground
buried pipes in the courtyard up to the power system and intermediate heat exchanger.
Concerning the passive insulation part: one ventilated wall will be installed; the cavity of two
vertical walls will be filled with insulating foam; all the windows will be changed and made of
white PVC; all the stairwell windows will be changed; a 12 cm coat will be laid on the ceiling of
the piloty floor and a 14 cm layer of glass wool with OSB walkway on the attic.
The following BUILDHEAT solutions will be implemented: ventilated wall and monitoring
and control system.
VENTILATED WALL
The design solution chosen in order to thermally insulate the external vertical walls is to
insulate by insufflating the two longest facades, the eastern and the western, where -due to
thenumber of of balconies, doors and windows- the ventilated wall would be difficult and poorly
effective.
The west side, on the other hand, partially visible in the photograph at the top left (Figure 3),
has a more regular surface, with a few balconies and only the openings of the bathroom
windows. This configuration is good for the installation of the ventilated facade, which performs
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multiple functions. Its primary function will be to insulate the west wall of the building, with the
layers of insulation applied to the existing wall and to the closing and completion tiles, which
leave a cavity for the passage of air.
The ventilated wall will also be useful to hide the electrical ducts which will contain the cables
from the new photovoltaic system, which will be partially built on the pitched roof. The cables
must in fact reach the ground floor where the electrical panels of the system and the dedicated
electricity meter will be located.
Since the space on the pitched roof is not completely sufficient to easily contain the expected
photovoltaic power, the installation of photovoltaic panels integrated into the ventilated wall
has been designed to replace the external infill tiles. Photovoltaic panels are installed on the
ventilated wall for a peak power of 10 kW, taking advantage of the west exposure of the wall
itself.
With this solution, the ventilated facade does not only represent a passive envelope for
insulation, but in all respects becomes an active component of the building system, which
produces energy thanks to the photovoltaic panels integrated in it.
The ventilated facade will also be useful for the construction of new technological systems
serving the property. A heat pump will be installed on the roof, for the generation of hot water
for the heating system, and a photovoltaic system for the production of electricity.
The water pipes from the heat pump to the boiler room, located in the basement, can be laid
inside the ventilated wall, incorporated in the first layer of insulation that will be laid. In this way,
in addition to not having a visual impact on the facade of the building, the pipes remain further
thermally insulated from the ventilated wall.
Even the electric cables -for the connection from the photovoltaic system to the production
inverters and the electricity meter, for the power supply of the heat pump and for signals and
commands to and from the heap pumps- can be laid inside ducts that can pass hidden inside
the ventilated wall.
MONITORING AND CONTROL SYSTEM
Within the building's energy efficiency works, the installation of a remote energy control system
is also envisaged. In fact, electricity meters will be installed not only for photovoltaic production,
but also to measure the consumption by the heat pump, the thermal power plant and the
condominium users. Thermal energy meters will also be installed in order to view the
production of the heat pump and boiler. All these meters will be integrated with a remote
reading system that uses the communication protocols available on the market.
The system designed for the regulation and control of the energy systems of the efficient
building provides for the installation of a freely programmable controller that can communicate
according to the protocol BACnet, ASHRAE standard, but which can -at the same timeintegrate the language of several other protocols, such as M-bus or Modbus, in order to be
able to communicate with as many third-party devices as possible.
The installed system can be remotely controlled and must first of all return the reading of the
parameters of the aforementioned thermal and electrical meters. All data from the building are
collected and stored in a database, from which they can be extracted to be studied in order to
display the actual benefits of the adopted technologies.
In addition, the system is installed in order to guarantee the most correct and energy-efficient
management: temperature probes will be installed on the different parts of the hydraulic
system, in order to create a history of temperatures that can be analyzed to discern the
operation of the system. Status and alarm signals from the various devices will be integrated,
so that any malfunction or alarm situation can be automatically reported to the system operator.
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In this way, it is possible to remotely operate directly on the system, with the possibility of
forcing the machine on and off, or to change the parameters of the system's regulation and
management strategy, which can also be changed at any time being the controller freely
programmable) according to requirements or after analyzing the operating data.
The efficiency improvement project, with regard to the monitoring and control system part, also
provides for the creation of control synoptics that can be reached by the condominiums via a
browser, an example of which is shown in the Figure 4.

Figure 4: example of control synoptics
In addition to the electricity values, the owners can view the thermal energy readings and the
operating status of the system, in order to make end users more aware of energy consumption
and production, in addition to emphasizing the concept of energy saving .

VCS n. 1 - Solutions and parameters

Description

Implemented BUILDHEAT solutions
Façade system (ventilated wall)

YES

PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump, with integrated DHW production
and storage capability

No

Centralized heating system with local warm water storage tank

No

Monitoring and control infrastructure at building
Performance-based iBIM software
Type of ESCO contract
Credit Transfer (CT) to ESCO
BUILDHEAT Contribution for advanced technologies
Bank Loan (payable through energy savings+tax credit remaining)
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Yearly heating cost before retrofit [€]

47.385

Yearly heating cost after retrofit [€]

7.647

Yearly heating cost reduction

39.738

Investment value, total MFH [€]

1.984.343

Asset value after retrofit, average flat [€/m2]

1.800
3,5%+IRS 10y

Bank interest rate

28%

Increase of Asset Value

UNI CEN EN 16247, UNI CEI 11428

Reference Energy Diagnosis (ED) standard
Envelope efficiency improvement intervention
Replacement of all windows and doors
Ventilated facade

Yes
Yes (on western wall)

Coating layer on the ceilings on the roof side

Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings of the cellars

Yes

Coating layer on the ceiling of the garages

Yes

Insulating foam in the wall crawl space

Yes

Coating layer on some surfaces only

No

Table 2-A: main parameters characterizing the VCS of Corso Salvemini (Torino)

VCS n. 1 - Solutions and parameters

Description

Heating system efficiency intervention
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the roof

Yes [30 kWp]

Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the ventilated wall

Yes [10 kWp]

Installation of Heat Pump (HP)

Yes [2 HP]

Digital control system for hybrid operation between condensing
boiler and HP

Yes

Change of boiler systems

No

Solar thermal system on the roof

No

Installation of decentralized hot water tanks and producers in each
flat

No

Energy Consuptions
Baseline (present) at 2,617 degree K*day [Kd]

453.3 [MWht/year]

Foreseen (FEC) after intervention at 2,617 degree K*day [Kd]

154.2 [MWht/year]

% of FE produced by PV
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Domestic Hot Water - DHW need of 3.623 m3/year

No

Foreseen DHW after intervention

NA

% of DWH produced by the solar panel

NA

Table 2-B: main parameters characterizing the the VCS of Corso Salvemini (Torino)

2.5 The VCS n.2 (Via Caprilli 13, Pinerolo)
The MFH is a building dating back to the 60s built in Pinerolo, consisting of 41 apartments
distributed on a mezzanine floor and on 4 floors above ground.
The building is characterized by hollow box walls of about 20-22 cm with external finish through
klinker tiles on the wall facing the main road, painted plaster towards the internal courtyard.
The building is equipped exclusively with a central column heating system with radiators as
terminals. The thermal power station consists of a gas condensing boiler.
A commercial offer is in course, making the building an “early adopter”.

Figure 5: the VCS n.2 - via Caprilli 13, Pinerolo

The general foreseen retrofit interventions are: the installation on the roof of a 20 kWp PV
system; the installation of a HP on the roof of the garages with dedicated electricity supply and
the connection of the HP to the current Thermal Power Plant through underground buried pipes
in the courtyard up to the CT and intermediate heat exchanger.
All the windows of the housing units will be replaced with bulk white PVC windows, as well as
all the stairwell windows; a 12 cm coat will be laid on the ceiling of the piloty floor and a 14 cm
layer of glass wool with OSB walkway on the attic.
The following BUILDHEAT solutions will be implemented: ventilated wall and monitoring
and control system (see previous section for details).
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VENTILATED WALL
The building has a horseshoe shape, with a larger side facing the north / east-south / west
axis. The massive presence of balconies, and windows on most of the facades does not make
it convenient, from an energy point of view, to lay a ventilated facade, which would be
continually affected by the change in geometry and interruptions.
For this reason, a "hybrid" solution is adopted with insulation by insufflation on all the external
walls, with the exception of the portion facing north-west, protruding from the main body of the
building, facing the internal courtyard.
This wall, shown in the Figure 5 at the top right, is completely free of openings: the best
condition for the application of the prefabricated ventilated wall. The wall in question already
has an external coat, then covered, as insulation, but it is not enough to achieve the energy
standards currently required.
Therefore, the entire wall will be insulated through the prefabricated ventilated facade, with
insulation placed in adherence to the existing wall and by a layer of tiles slightly offset from the
insulation, to create a cavity for the passage of air.
The ventilated facade will also perform the function of a cavedium for the electric cables that
will have to reach the roof: having to install a new photovoltaic system on the pitched roof, the
electrical conduits that will contain the cables joining the panels to the inverters will be hidden
inside the ventilated wall and, consequently, to the electricity meters in the basement room.
The conduits can be installed on the existing wall and will be masked by the layers of insulation
that will be laid on the wall, so as not to impact in any way on the aesthetics of the building.

VCS n. 2 - Solutions and parameters

Description

Implemented BUILDHEAT solutions
Façade system (ventilated wall)

YES

PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump, with integrated DHW production
and storage capability

No

Centralized heating system with local warm water storage tank

No

Monitoring and control infrastructure at building
Performance-based iBIM software
Type of ESCO contract
Credit Transfer (CT) to ESCO
BUILDHEAT Contribution for advanced technologies

YES
No
10 years SEP
541.479
NO

Bank Loan (payable through energy savings+tax credit remaining)

465.760

Yearly heating cost before retrofit [€]

42.496

Yearly heating cost after retrofit [€]

10.470

Yearly heating cost reduction

32.026

Investment value, total MFH [€]
Asset value after retrofit, average flat [€/m2]
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3,5%+IRS 10y

Bank interest rate

20%

Increase of Asset Value

UNI CEN EN 16247, UNI CEI 11428

Reference Energy Diagnosis (ED) standard
Envelope efficiency improvement intervention
Replacement of all windows and doors
Ventilated facade

Yes
Yes (on western wall)

Coating layer on the ceilings on the roof side

Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings of the cellars

Yes

Coating layer on the ceiling of the garages

Yes

Insulating foam in the wall crawl space

Yes

Coating layer on some surfaces only

No

Table 3-A: main parameters characterizing the VCS of via Caprilli 13, Pinerolo

VCS n. 2 - Solutions and parameters

Description

Heating system efficiency intervention
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the roof
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the ventilated wall
Installation of Heat Pump (HP)

Yes [20 kWp]
Yes
Yes[1 HP]

Digital control system for hybrid operation between
district heating and HP

Yes

Change of boiler systems

No

Solar thermal system on the roof

No

Installation of decentralized hot water tanks and producers in each
flat

No

Energy Consuptions
Baseline (present) at 2.815 degree K*day [Kd]

444.5 [MWht/year]

Foreseen (FEC) after intervention at 2.815 degree K*day [Kd]

138.9 [MWht/year]

% of FE produced by PV

36 %

Domestic Hot Water - DHW (present) for a need of 3.623 m3/year

Yes

Foreseen DHW after intervention

NA

% of DWH produced by the solar panel

NA

Table 3-B: main parameters characterizing the the VCS of of via Caprilli 13, Pinerolo
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2.6 The VCS n.3 (via Piccin 2)
The building is located in the city of Sacile, in the Italian Autonomous Region of Friuli Venezia
Giulia. The VCS is significant since the city of Sacile, where the building is located, is part of
the City Cluster of the “Comuni della Pianura Pordenonese” (18 Cities, 190.000 inhabitants)
and this leads to a higher replication potential. A commercial offer is expected in May 2020,
making the buildind an “early adopter”.

Figure 6: the VCS n.3 - via Piccin 2, Sacile

The following BUILDHEAT solutions will be implemented: ventilated wall and monitoring
and control system (see section 2.4 for details).
VENTILATED WALL
The design solution for the insulation of the vertical external closures of the building is the
adoption of the prefabricated ventilated wall with cavity. This choice was assessed on the basis
of the current energy and geometric characteristics of the building, which presents a rather
regular geometry, which facilitates the installation of the ventilated wall, as can be seen from
the Figure 6.
The ventilated facade will also be useful for the construction of new technological systems
serving the property. A heat pump will be installed on the roof, for the generation of hot water
for the heating system, and a photovoltaic system for the production of electricity. The water
pipes from the heat pump to the boiler room, located in the basement, can be laid inside the
ventilated wall, incorporated in the first layer of insulation that will be laid. In this way, in addition
to not having a visual impact on the facade of the building, the pipes remain further thermally
insulated from the ventilated wall.
Even the electric cables, for the connection from the photovoltaic system to the production
inverters and the electricity meter, for the power supply of the heat pump and for signals and
commands to and from the same, can be laid inside conduits that can pass hidden inside the
ventilated wall.
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VCS n. 3 - Solutions and parameters

Description

Implemented BUILDHEAT solutions
Façade system (ventilated wall)

YES

PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump, with integrated DHW production
and storage capability

No

Centralized heating system with local warm water storage tank

No

Monitoring and control infrastructure at building
Performance-based iBIM software

YES
No
10 years SEP

Type of ESCO contract

614.915

Credit Transfer (CT) to ESCO
BUILDHEAT Contribution for advanced technologies

NO

Bank Loan (payable through energy savings+tax credit remaining)

444.400

Yearly heating cost before retrofit [€]

23.532

Yearly heating cost after retrofit [€]

1.805

Yearly heating cost reduction

21727

Investment value, total MFH [€]

1.057.104

Asset value after retrofit, average flat [€/m2]

1.600
3,5%+IRS 10y

Bank interest rate

23 %

Increase of Asset Value

UNI CEN EN 16247, UNI CEI 11428

Reference Energy Diagnosis (ED) standard
Envelope efficiency improvement intervention
Replacement of all windows and doors

Yes

Ventilated facade

Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings on the roof side

Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings of the cellars

Yes

Coating layer on the ceiling of the garages

Yes

Insulating foam in the wall crawl space

Yes

Coating layer on some surfaces only

No

Table 4-A: main parameters characterizing the VCS of via Piccin 2, Sacile
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VCS n. 3 - Solutions and parameters

Description

Heating system efficiency intervention
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the roof
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the ventilated wall
Installation of Heat Pump (HP)

Yes [20 kWp]
Yes
Yes[1 HP]

Digital control system for hybrid operation between
district heating and HP

Yes

Change of boiler systems

No

Solar thermal system on the roof

No

Installation of decentralized hot water tanks and producers in each
flat

No

Energy Consuptions
Baseline (present) at 2.461 degree K*day [Kd]

217,2 [MWht/year]

Foreseen (FEC) after intervention at 2.461 degree K*day [Kd]

74,6 [MWht/year]

% of FE produced by PV

90 %

Domestic Hot Water - DHW (present) for a need of xxx m3/year

NA

Foreseen DHW after intervention

NA

% of DWH produced by the solar panel

NA

Table 4-B: main parameters characterizing the the VCS of of via Piccin 2, Sacile

2.7 The VCS n.4 (ATER)
The building is located in the city of Osoppo, in the Italian Autonomous Region of Friuli Venezia
Giulia. The VCS is significant since the city of Osoppo, where the building is located, is part of
the “Comunità Collinare del Friuli”, a city cluster (15 Cities, 55.000 inhabitants) and this leads
to a higher replication potential.
The building is owned by ATER, the local public body responsible for social housing: a purely
commercial offer is not therefore possible (just tenders are admitted), but the analysis is
scientifically interesting: the building is therefore consideres as a “Virtyal Case Study” (VCS)
and nota s an “early adopter”.
The following BUILDHEAT solutions will be implemented: ventilated wall, enerboxx and
monitor and control system.
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VENTILATED WALL
The property is characterized by a horizontal development, with only two floors used as
housing units, and by a regular geometry. Its vertical blind facades are already insulated by a
5 cm thick external coat.
The energy efficiency project envisages improving the existing insulation, placing a second
common insulating coat on the south, east and north walls, to increase the existing one, whose
thickness is not enough to reach the predetermined energy levels. Concerning the west wall,
the solution of the ventilated wall with cavity is adopted. A traditional insulation will be laid
together on the pilotis and in the attic, to isolate the horizontal closures.
This "hybrid" insulation solution allows for a faster execution of the works, since the main
facade, facing east, has a rather variable geometry, with balconies and recesses which would
make it difficult to install the ventilated wall.

Figure 6: the VCS n.4 - ATER, Osoppo

The laying of the western ventilated facade was considered for its integrated function: on the
west side, in fact, in a construction protruding from the wall of the property, but in adherence
to this, there is the condominium thermal power station. By taking advantage of the ventilated
facade, it will be possible to run the pipes for heating and domestic hot water inside the
insulating layer, which will reach the laundry areas for each apartment, where the Enerboxx,
described in the next chapter will be located (see next paragraph).
Considering that, for each Enerboxx, 2 pipes for air conditioning and 2 pipes for sanitary are
needed, this pipe network would have a great impact on the architecture of the building if they
passed through the facade. The solution of the ventilated wall allows to achieve the same
purpose, keeping the hydraulic connections hidden and more insulated.
The conduits will also be placed inside the ventilated wall to allow the passage of the electric
cables from the electric meter to the roof, where the new photovoltaic system will be positioned,
and up to the laundries themselves, to allow the electrical and communication connections to
the switchboard of the Enerboxx.
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ENERBOXX
Enerboxx, designed and built within the European BuildHeat project, is an ultra-flat hot water
storage tank for the instantaneous production of domestic hot water, for a single building unit.
It is therefore an accumulation to be installed in the apartment to be connected to a centralized
system that supplies it with technical hot water, in order to produce domestic hot water on site
through an internal heat exchanger. The Enerboxx is also equipped with connections for the
air conditioning system, with electronically controlled valves that intervene to open and close
the circuits according to the need for air conditioning of the accommodation.
Within this retrofit project, the installation of Enerboxx is a practical solution, easy to install and
not very invasive, thanks to the shape of the building and the possibility of installation inside
the laundry rooms, facing west, towards the room of the boiler room, which make connections
to the centralized system possible with a fair number of pipes.
The adoption of Enerboxx allows to obtain domestic hot water through a centralized production
system, not using the individual electric boilers installed for each accommodation.
Enerboxx is equipped with flow and thermal energy meters that are installed on board, to
account for the consumption of sanitary water and technical water for air conditioning. An onbiard electrical panel with a dedicated regulation system for the readings and controls of the
valves presenti s also available.
MONITOR AND CONTROL SYSTEM
In addition to the electricity values, the owners can view the thermal energy readings and the
operating status of the system, in order to make end users more aware of energy consumption
and production, in addition to emphasizing the concept of energy saving .
Each Enerboxx is equipped with its own independent controller, with the same characteristics
as the one installed for the centralized condominium system, which has the function of taking
the readings of the probes and energy meters inside, as well as controlling the valves therein
present. Also in this case the controller is freely programmable.
The controller of each Enerboxx can exchange data with that present in the other Enerboxx
and with that present in the Thermal Power Plant on the IP network, so that it can adapt the
operation according to set parameters or external conditions. Each of them is equipped with a
card mother, so that it can work even in the event of a network failure.
With the installation of controllers on the Enerboxx, the new system will be controllable and
viewable not only at the condominium level, but also at the level of the individual housing units,
where it will be possible to analyze the energy reading data to study its operation with different
characteristics and any problems that may occur. The condominium, by connecting to the
control synoptic platform, can display not only the total consumption of the condominium, but
also the consumption of the individual apartment.
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VCS n. 4 - Solutions and parameters

Description

Implemented BUILDHEAT solutions
Façade system (ventilated wall)
PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump, with integrated DHW production
and storage capability

YES
No

Centralized heating system with local warm water storage tank

YES

Monitoring and control infrastructure at building

YES

Performance-based iBIM software

No
10 years SEP

Type of ESCO contract

353.691

Credit Transfer (CT) to ESCO
BUILDHEAT Contribution for advanced technologies

NO

Bank Loan (payable through energy savings+tax credit remaining)

540.586

Yearly heating cost before retrofit [€]

18.384

Yearly heating cost after retrofit [€]

660

Yearly heating cost reduction

17.724

Yearly DHW cost before retrofit [€]

7.070

Yearly DHW cost after retrofit [€]

3.330

Yearly DHW cost reduction

3.740

Investment value, total MFH [€]

891.588

Asset value after retrofit, average flat [€/m2]

1600
3,5%+IRS 10y

Bank interest rate

23 %

Increase of Asset Value

UNI CEN EN 16247, UNI CEI 11428

Reference Energy Diagnosis (ED) standard
Envelope efficiency improvement intervention
Replacement of all windows and doors

No

Ventilated facade

Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings on the roof side

Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings of the cellars

Yes

Coating layer on the ceiling of the garages

Yes

Insulating foam in the wall crawl space

Yes

Coating layer on some surfaces only

No

Table 4-A: main parameters characterizing the VCS of via Piccin 2, Sacile
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VCS n. 4 - Solutions and parameters

Description

Heating system efficiency intervention
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the roof
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the ventilated wall
Installation of Heat Pump (HP)

Yes [20 kWp]
Yes
Yes[1 HP]

Digital control system for hybrid operation between
district heating and HP

Yes

Change of boiler systems

No

Solar thermal system on the roof

No

Installation of decentralized hot water tanks and producers in each
flat

Yes

Energy Consuptions
Heating Baseline (present) at 2.483 degree K*day [Kd]

169,7 [MWht/year]

Foreseen (FEC) after intervention at 2.483 degree K*day [Kd]

35,0 [MWht/year]

% of FE produced by PV

90 %

Domestic Hot Water - DHW present) for a need of xxx m3/year

34,09 [MWhe/year]

Foreseen DHW after intervention

16,06 [MWhe/year]

% of DWH produced by the solar panel

0

Table 4-B: main parameters characterizing the the VCS of of via Piccin 2, Sacile

2.8 Benchmark among EPC-based VCS in Italy
Tables 4 and 5 shows a comparison among the four EPC-based VCS in Italy. VCS1, VCS2
and VCS3 are real commercial offers (i.e. early adopters), while VCS4 is a “commercial-like”
offer since it is devoted to a bublic body who can only operate through tenders.
The status of implementation for BUILDHEAT solutions is shown in Table 4. Table 5 shows a
comparison amont the different VCSs, highlighting the energy savings as well as the cost
savings.
Façade system (ventilated wall) and Monitoring and control infrastructure at building can be
implemented as embedded into commercial offers for all VCSs.
Centralized heating system with local warm water storage tank and ST collectors can be
implemented as part of a real retrofit in the case of VCS4 (ATER in Osoppo): contacts are in
course with the City of Osoppo in order to understand which procedure may be followed to
boost the implementazion of the retrofit after the end of BUILDHEAT.
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Façade system (ventilated wall)

VCS1

VCS2

VCS3

VCS4

✓

✓

✓

✓

PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump, with
integrated DHW production and storage
capability

✓

Centralized heating system with local warm
water storage tank

✓

Monitoring and control infrastructure at
building

✓

✓

✓

Performance-based iBIM software
Table 4: BUILDHEAT implementation for the selected VCSs

Via
Cittadella

VCS1

VCS2

VCS3

VCS4

Yearly heating
before retrofit [€]

cost

11.000

47.000

42.500

23.532

18.384

Yearly heating
after retrofit [€]

cost

1.200

7.600

10.500

1.805

660

Yearly heating
reduction

cost

- 89%

-84%

-75%

-92%

-96%

Investment value, total
MPH [€]

1.070.000

1.900.000

1.000.000

1.057.104

891.588

Asset value after retrofit
, average flat [€/m2]

2.100

1.800

1.300

1.600

1.600

Bank interest rate

3.5%

3.5%

3,5%

3,5%

3,5%

Increase of Asset Value

+ 25%

28%

20%

+23%

+23%

Table 5: Benchmark among the four VCSs
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2.9 A Virtual Case Study in Rome
The building foreseen initially as a demonstration case in Rome, could not be actually
retrofitted within the timeline of the project, due to delays with gathering the needed private
funding. This has been obtained by the very end of the project elaboration and the property
owners are still interested progressing with the rehabilitation even without the use of H2020
budget. RIGENERA built a commercial offer in collaboration with ECOUP Consulting, ENI and
ENEL-X, using part of the solutions developed by BUILDHEAT.
The VCS is locatd in Via Efisio Orano n. 3 - 29, in the city of Rome (see Figure 7). Tables 6A and 6-B summarize the characteristics and performances of the VCS in Rome.
The Rome demo case building is a Multi-Family House (MFH) construction composed by 80
dwellings (around 90 m2 each) distributed in 5 blocks (staircases), on 9 floors above ground of
which the ground floor is made by stilts (pilotis) and partly occupied by five entrance halls and
stairwells and the two rooms of the condominium and No. 5 small rooms for garbage dump.
The building was built with load-bearing vertical structure in concrete walls full 15 cm thick,
oriented at right angles to the facade and constituents in the partition walls of the residential
rooms in the apartments. The floors are also filled with concrete slabs 16cm thick. The
foundations of the building are made of prefabricated beams resting on piles with a diameter
of cm. 60.
Currently the building is powered by thermal plant common to other four similar buildings of
and the owners want to carry out a separate condominium plant with lower consumption.
The general foreseen retrofit interventions are: a new insulation with a conventional ventilated
façade system, the installation of new thermal plant with heat pump generators that can be
used both for production of thermal energy and of cooling energy in the summer, the
refurbishment of hot water for heating and for sanitary systems, using an innovative system
for storing domestic hot water (Enerboxx®).

Figure 7: the building in Efisio Orano

In order to make maximum use of the potential of the heat pumps, optimizing their efficiency,
the system provides the production of cooling energy to be used for the summer cooling
(conditioning) of the individual housing units. Heat distribution to the rooms will no longer occur
with the current radiators that will be replaced with "fancoil". This will allow the removal of all
the split units present in the individual rooms.
In order to avoid possible formations of internal mold in the houses during the winter caused
by the increase in the relative internal humidity, the lodgings will be equipped with mechanical
ventilation systems with dwellin units that will guarantee round-the-clock exchange of ambient
air with a recovery of internal heat extracted from ventilation and integrated with installed
Enerboxx®.
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Rome demo case - solutions and parameters
Implemented BUILDHEAT solutions
Façade system (ventilated wall)
PV driven air-to-air Heat Pump, with integrated DHW
production and storage capability
Centralized heating system with local warm water
storage tank
Monitoring and control infrastructure at building
Performance-based iBIM software
Contract type: Credit transfer and third-party financing
Credit Transfer (CT) to Bank
BUILDHEAT technology (Enerboxx) approx. data
Bank Loan (payable through energy savings)
Yearly heating cost before retrofit [€] per apartment
Yearly heating cost after retrofit [€] per apartment
Yearly heating cost reduction
Investment value, total MFH [€]
Asset value after retrofit, average flat [€/m2]
Bank interest rate
Increase of Asset Value
Reference Energy Diagnosis (ED) standard
Envelope efficiency improvement intervention
Replacement of all windows and doors
Ventilated facade

Description

no
no
yes
yes
yes
10 years
70,68%
15%
37%
1.194,48
406,12
- 66%
Around 3.5 M€
2.581,63
5,5%
N.A.
UNI CEN EN 16247, UNI CEI 11428
No
Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings on the roof side

Yes

Coating layer on the ceilings of the cellars

No

Coating layer on the ceiling of the garages

No

Insulating foam in the wall crawl space

No

Coating layer on some surfaces only

No

Table 6-A: main parameters characterizing the demo case in Rome
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Rome demo case - solutions and parameters
Heating system efficiency intervention
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the roof
Installation of a PhotoVoltaic (PV) system on the
ventilated wall
Installation of Heat Pump (HP)
Digital control system for hybrid operation between
condensing boiler and HP
Change of boiler systems
Solar thermal system on the roof
Installation of decentralized hot water tanks and
producers in each flat

Description

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 6-B: main parameters characterizing the demo case in Rome
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3 Replication in Spain
Spain has not developed a structural scheme of fiscal incentives, hence existing intitiatives are
typically based on the integration of financial institutions’ investments (like the EIB) and
dedicated national or local funding devoted to the retrofit of public buildings and social housing.
The partner Zaragoza Vivienda has made available some information related to a retrofit
funded by EIB through Deutsche Bank at the “Neighborough of Madrid Airport”.
The Airport District, with an area of 87,519 m2, is located south of the Barajas district and north
of the A-2 Highway. It was born as a result of the drafting of the General Management Plan of
Madrid (1941), approved by special law in 1946, as the General Urban Planning and Expansion
Plan for Madrid. Finally, 36 residential buildings of 4 different typologies were constructed,
involving 547 homes. Today they continue to remain in the same conditions as when they were
built, with few modifications regarding their beginnings. The neighborhood currently has two
needs and levels of action: open spaces and buildings.
The current state of the buildings is typical of construction that are almost 60 years old, built at
a time in history in which the speed of getting accommodation prevailed rather than the criteria
of quality, habitability and functionality of the households. The passage of time has deteriorated
roofs and facades.
The transformations in the heating and hot water systems with the incorporation of the gas
networks and the smoke outlets and vents have led to the indiscriminate opening of gaps in
the facade deteriorating the enclosure. Finally, the coatings used in the enclosure are
degraded, causing the loss of impermeability, with filtrations being common in some cases.
With respect to the energy efficiency measures implemented, the entire building envelopes
have been affected, insulating the facades with continuous cladding that avoids thermal
bridges, replacing carpentry and glazing, an including a sloping roof sandwich panel. Thermal
insulation was arranged on the horizontal slab and between the partitions that delimit the
envelope.
All blind areas of the main façade will be protected with an insulation system attached to its
exterior, finished with an acrylic mortar reinforced with fiberglass mesh and acrylic finish, in
order to adapt the general conditions of impermeability and thermal insulation of the building.
The final result is reflected in the energy rating that improves certification in two steps, after
the works, assuming a saving in energy demand of approximately 60%. The repayment terms
of the investment are irrelevant due to the energy poverty that exists in the neighborhood,
although comfort and quality of life in the habitability of the homes is to be recognised.
The Neighborhood Association of the Airport of Madrid decided to develop the comprehensive
rehabilitation of the buildings in their area. At the same time, the Madrid City Council approved
the planning of development of the area and thanks to the concurrence in its neighborhood of
economic aid -facilitated by the 3 levels of public administration (the Madrid Plan Recovering
from the Madrid City Council; the State Housing Plan and the Territorial Rebalance Fund)- 58
years after its construction, the neighbors come together, driven by the need to update their
homes to the conditions of habitability, to embark on the adventure of regenerating a former
“forgotten” district. Keywords are: Urban Regeneration, Integral Rehabilitation, Neighborhood
Participation, Energy Efficiency, Accessibility, Energy Rehabilitation, Emissions Savings,
Demand Reduction.
Funds are available based on the agreements between the Ministry of Development and the
Autonomous Communities for the execution of the State Housing Plan 2018-2021: Program to
promote the improvement of energy efficiency and sustainability in housing, and with the
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Territorial Rebalance Fund, also from the Madrid City Council.
After a call in 2018, 100% of the money was advanced. From the MAD-RE Plan, the neighbors
get 100% for energy efficiency and 50% for conservation. The MAD-RE is increased with the
Territorial Rebalance Fund, funds from the District Board, as an instrument intended to
intervene in neighborhoods or vulnerable areas.
The total investment is 14.7 million, of which 11 million correspond to municipal aid. Aid has
already been granted to ten buildings and their 156 homes for 3.1 million. The neighbors
receive 20,400 euros for housing and families have to pay 6,800 euros, which represents 25
percent, for the works to improve accessibility and energy efficiency of their homes. The energy
savings are estimated at about 35 euros per month. So far, more than 600 direct and indirect
jobs have been created with rehabilitation works that will end throughout 2020.
The community will give back the loan in a short period (less than 10 years). DB also valued
the technical solvency of the company that does the works. If there is any public help that the
community of neighbours can benefit of, DB can advance the capital and when the subsidy
arrives, settle the loan. They have credits with a fixed interest so the community knows how
much they should be paying from the beginning.
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